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Piracy has been in existence for as long as ships started sailing the waters. Similarly 
efforts at combating the menace have evolved from customary to International laws. 
Nigeria reputed as the most populous black nation in the world with a coastal line of 
about 853 kilometers has had its share of the menace of piracy. Before Independence 
and shortly afterwards, the Nigerian economy was mostly agro-allied dependent, noted 
mostly for its groundnut pyramids, cocoa, palm oil, cassava etc; the rate of 
unemployment was also low. 
However, from the early 1970s, Nigeria became a big player in oil and gas. Today, 
Nigeria is a major producer, exporter and importer of crude oil and petroleum 
products. This shift from Agro-allied-dependent economy to import-export-dependent 
economy has created an expansive maritime industry; as water transportation became 
inevitable to export crude oil and liquefied natural gas and to import raw materials and 
finished goods as well as transport passengers and products through the water ways. 
The surge in economic activities on the water ways brought with it increased security 
challenges for protection along the water ways, coastal line and for maritime activities. 
All forms and shades of attacks at sea have manifested themselves in Nigeria - hijacking, 
kidnapping, sea armed robbery, vandalism of vessels and oil installations etc., and these 
have had colossal socio-economic consequences to the nation. The fishing industry in 
Nigeria alone for instance, has recorded over 15 deaths and loss of vessels, equipment, 
fish/fishery products valued over N3 billion to these attacks between 2006 and 2009. 
And between February 2009 and April 2010, the fishing industry has recorded about 80 
attacks on some of its vessels with a number of casualties (See the attached Schedule). 
The industry which operated over 250 registered trawlers in year 2003/2004 is now left 
with fewer than 150 trawlers and with sharp drop in employment and income. 
Precautionary measures taken by owners and operators of vessels to protect their 
vessels, crew and cargo, such as taking longer routes to avoid pirates-infested waters 
have led to high cost of freight, increased insurance premium and delayed cargo 
deliveries- all of these costs are passed on to the end-user in a society where poverty is 
already at a debilitating level. 
It follows from the above that Ships and those who sail in them face many potential 
dangers, both from natural perils of the sea and from the results of human conduct, 
both of which demand adequate precautionary responses.  
Maritime security issues are a global phenomenon and so also are the laws aimed at 
combating them. The existence or absence of legal structures and the strength or 
weakness of those structures (as the case may be) in a given State or nation, to a large 
extent determine the level of maritime security of the given area. The absence of a 
central government and reliable security forces in Somalia, for instance, has led warlords 
orchestrating maritime piracy attacks to a lucrative business. 
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Again, it is important to note that maritime security issues are evolutionary and that 
laws, standards, and strategies aimed at combating them undergo periodic review as the 
risks and threats evolve. Before the millennium, maritime security concern had focused 
primarily on protecting people from the accidental and natural hazards of the sea. In 
recent years however, and especially after the 9/11  2001 attack on the World Trade 
Center pointed to the vulnerability of Shipping to terrorist attack, attention has 
concentrated more on the risks posed by deliberate human violence on the waters. 
Deliberate acts of human violence on the waters are many and varied. They include 
piracy, kidnapping, human/narco-trafficking, oil theft, poaching, illegal immigration, 
environmental degradation etc. etc. The focus of this paper however, is Piracy, which 
has become more prevalent in the Nigerian Maritime Industry. 
WHAT IS PIRACY? 
There is no single definition of piracy that is accepted by all states, organizations and 
scholars. It has often been said that one of the major challenges in combating piracy is 
the lack of consensus in what constitutes piracy. With this notion in mind, piracy has 
variously been defined as follows:  
BY SECTION 101 of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 
(UNCLOS), „Piracy‟ is defined as:- 
(a) Any illegal acts of violence or detention, or any act of depredation committed for 
private ends by the crew of the passengers of a private ship or a private aircraft, 
and directed; 
 
(i) on  the high seas, against another ship or aircraft, or against persons or 
property onboard such ship or aircraft,  
(ii) against a ship, aircraft, persons or property in a place outside the 
jurisdiction of any state; 
(b) Any act of voluntary participation in the operation of a ship or of an aircraft with 
knowledge of facts making it a private ship or aircraft 
(c) Any act inciting or of intentionally facilitating an act described in paragraphs (a) or 
(b). 
The above UNCLOS definition limits piracy to attacks that occur at “the high 
seas” and attacks that take place “outside the jurisdiction of any State”. 
Consequently, attacks that take place within the territorial waters (i.e. within 12 
nautical miles) of any State are regarded not as piracy but as “Armed Robbery”, 
hence the IMO Code of practice for the investigation of the crimes of piracy and 
Armed Robbery against Ships defined Armed Robbery against Ships as: 
“Any unlawful act of violence or detention or any act of depredation or threat 
thereof other than „piracy‟ directed against a ship or against persons or property 
onboard such ship within a State‟s jurisdiction over such offences”.  
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While it is conceded that differences exist between the tactics and organization 
involved in piracy and sea robbery, the point remains that piracy, sea robbery or any 
form of attack on Ships and vessels is criminal in nature. Accordingly modern 
definitions of piracy describe it to include; kidnapping of people for ransom, murder, 
seizure of items or the ship, sabotage leading to the sinking of the ship. 
The International Maritime Bureau (IMB) defines piracy as: “The act of boarding 
any vessel with the intent to commit theft or other crime and with the 
capability to use force for furtherance of the act” 
And to further broaden the spectrum of conceivable attacks at sea, Article 3(1) of 
the 1988 Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against safety of maritime 
navigation (SUA Convention) provides that:- 
      “Any person commits an offence if that person unlawfully and intentionally: 
(a) Seizes or exercises control over a ship by force or threat thereof or any other 
form of intimidation; or  
(b) Performs an act of violence against a person onboard a ship if that act is likely to 
endanger the safe navigation of that ship; or 
(c) Destroys a ship or causes damage to a ship or to its cargo which is likely to 
endanger the safe navigation of that ship; or  
(d) Places or causes to be placed on a ship, by any means whatsoever , a device or 
substance which is likely to destroy that ship , or causes damage to that ship or its 
substance which is likely to endanger the safe navigation of that ship; or 
(e) Destroys or seriously damages maritime navigation facilities or seriously interferes 
with their operation, if any such act is likely to endanger the safe navigation of that 
ship; or 
(f) Communicates information which he knows to be false, thereby endanger the safe 
navigation of that ship; or 
(g) Injures or kills any person, in connection with the commission or the attempted 
commission of any of the offences set forth in paragraph (a) to (f).” 
The 1988 Protocol for the suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Fixed 
Platform Located on the Continental shelf extended the requirements of the SUA 
Convention to fixed platforms such as those engaged in the exploration and 
exploitation of offshore oil and gas. The main purpose of the Convention is to ensure 
that appropriate action is taken against persons committing unlawful acts against ships 
including the seizure of ships by force, acts of violence against persons on board ships; 
and the placing of devices on board a ship which are likely to destroy or damage it.  
By the 2005 Protocol to the 1988 SUA Protocol , a person commits an offence if he 
unlawfully and intentionally, when the purpose of the act by its nature or context; is 
to intimidate a population; or to compel a Government or an international 
organization to do or abstain from doing any act, uses against or on a fixed platform 
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or discharges from a fixed platform any explosive, radioactive, or biological, chemical 
or nuclear weapon in a manner that causes or likely to cause death or serious injury 
or damage, or discharges from a fixed platform, oil or liquefied natural gas or other 
hazardous or noxious substance, in such quantity or concentration that it causes or is 
likely to cause death or serious injury or damage; or threatens, with or without a 
condition, as is provided for under the national law, to commit an offence . It is also 
an offence to unlawfully and intentionally injure or kill any person in connection with 
the commission of any of the offences, attempt to commit an offence, participate as an 
accomplice, organize or direct others to commit an offence. 
DEALING WITH THE MENACE OF PIRACY  
How has the Nigerian State dealt with or coped with the menace of piracy?  
As stated earlier on, sea piracy is a violation of international law and a universal 
crime. The legal regimes for countering piracy emerged from customary international 
law, the 1958 Convention on the High Seas and the 1982 United Nations Convention 
on the Law of the Seas (UNCLOS). Several other international bodies/agencies have 
subsequently emerged with plethora of Conventions, Treaties, Rules, Circulars, 
Protocols etc. setting new standards and legal regimes for the combat of piracy and 
other sea crimes. The status of maritime law of a State is to a large extent gauged by 
its level of ratification/domestication of and compliance with these International 
Conventions and Protocols as well as the updating of its old laws to make them 
compatible with those Conventions. Nigeria currently is in category C of the 
International Maritime Organization (IMO). And in this regard, Nigeria lagged behind 
due to its long period under military regime during which little or no attention was 
paid to the ratification and domestication of relevant maritime Conventions and 
Treaties. Even since the restoration of democratic rule, unnecessary politicking and 
bureaucracy have further delayed the ratification and domestication of some of these 
Treaties and Conventions. Happily, however, few of them have been ratified and 
domesticated and certain other proactive steps have been taken by the Federal 
Government in addressing the menace of piracy. An examination of a few of them will 
suffice to appreciate the status of Nigerian maritime law. 
 
(I) NATIONAL LEGISLATION 
 
(a) In 2004, the International Ship and Port Facility Security (ISPS) Code was 
domesticated vide the International Convention for the Safety of Life at 
Sea (Ratification and Enforcement) Act, 2004 for the implementation of 
the provision of SOLAS Chapter XI-2 and the ISPS Code in Nigeria. The 
Presidential Implementation Committee on Maritime Safety and Security 
(PICOMSS) is the designated Authority for ISPS Code in Nigeria with respect to 
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Port Facilities while that for Ships is the Nigerian Maritime Administration and 
Safety Agency (NIMASA).  
 
(b) The Federal Government also enacted the Nigerian Maritime and Safety 
Agency („NIMASA‟) Act, No 17, 2007. By a combined reading of sections 
1(ii), 1(2), 2(4) and 3 of the Act, NIMASA was established as a body corporate 
with perpetual succession that can among other things, enter into contracts and 
incur obligations and the objective of regulating and promoting maritime safety 
and security, to be responsible for executing the provision of the Act and other 
Acts on maritime safety and security under the supervision of the Federal 
Ministry of Transport. Under Section 22(1)(f),(g),(h),(l),(o),(P)and (q) of the Act, 
NIMASA‟s functions, powers and duties include providing search and rescue 
service, providing directions and ensuring compliance with vessel security 
measures, carrying out air and coastal surveillance, enforcing and administering 
the provisions of the Cabot age  Act, providing national maritime  search and  
rescue  service and establishing the procedure for the implementation of IMO 
and ILO conventions on maritime safety and maritime security to which Nigeria 
is a party and the implementation of the codes, resolutions and circulars arising 
therefrom. By section 22(2) of the Act, NIMASA has the duty to inspect ships 
for the purposes of maritime safety and security and generally to perform any 
other duty for ensuring maritime safety and security or matters incidental 
thereto. Under section 23(5)(j) and 23(6) of the Act, NIMASA can enter ports, 
terminals and vessels to monitor and investigate matters related to maritime 
safety and security  and its officers were for the purpose of the Act given 
powers which any enforcement agency may exercise under any Federal Act 
applicable to the Nigerian Maritime Zone. 
 
(c) Furthermore, the Federal Government updated its Merchant Shipping Act by 
enacting the Merchant Shipping Act, 2007 by which from its commencement 
the IMO Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of 
Maritime Navigation (SUA) and its related Protocols on Fixed Platforms, shall 
apply in Nigeria after ratifying the said Convention (See section 215(h)).  
 
(d) Another measure being adopted by the Government is by the proposed 
enactment of the Bill for an Act to establish the Maritime Security 
Agency to promote Maritime Security and for Other Related 
Purposes, which currently before the National Assembly and has gone through 
the 2nd reading. In its explanatory memorandum, the Act is to provide „among 
other things, for the establishment of the Maritime Security Agency 
which shall be charged with the responsibility of providing security 
and safety information and communication facilities for all categories 
of users of the Nigerian maritime industry‟. The necessity for this bill has 
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been hinged on:  (a)the lack of adequate legislative framework domesticating the 
provision of SOLAS chapter XI-2 and the ISPS Code, (b)the need for clear 
delineation of duties and responsibilities of the various governmental bodies(i.e. 
ministries, departments, security and defence forces and law enforcement 
agencies) involved in the implementation, verification for compliance and 
enforcement of the provisions of SOLAS chapter XI-2 and the ISPS Code, (c) 
lack of access to security-related intelligence and the absence of guidance on 
such matters for those dealing with the implementation and enforcement of the 
provision of SOLAS chapter XI-2 and the ISPS Code, (d) the apparent lack of 
communication protocol especially for ships, non-enforcement of compliance by 
Companies with regards to their responsibilities and obligations in accordance 
with SOLAS Regulations. However,  various reasons have been advanced against 
the passage of the bill (and rightly so), some of which are (i) that the Bill is a 
duplication of the functions and duties of existing Government Agencies such as 
NIMASA and the Nigerian Navy which would cause conflicting roles,(ii) wastage 
of scarce resources, over-taxation of the industry, (iii) an aberration of maritime 
legislation in Nigeria in that the roles played by the Federal Minister of 
Transportation were given to the National Security Adviser and, (iv) that the 
resources meant for the new agency should be channeled towards strengthening 
the existing agencies. 
 
(e) The Government through NIMASA has also set the machinery in motion for the 
enactment of a Bill on Armed Robbery and Piracy at Sea (and other 
related offences) to fully implement SUA in line with the recommendations of 
maritime stakeholders at the international Conference on Piracy and Armed 
Robbery at Sea held recently in Nigeria. This Bill when passed into Law, will 
among other things, create a legal framework for use against armed robbery and 
piracy not only in Nigeria but, through cooperation, by West African States.  
 
(II) OTHER MEASURES TAKEN 
 
(i)  Military Force  
 The Federal Government set up a joint Task Force (JTF) of the Military, Navy 
and Air Force at the height of the militant and criminal activities in the Niger 
Delta in order to curb, if not eliminate, criminal activities including armed 
robbery and piracy against ships , crew members and cargo in Nigerian waters. It 
was the government‟s response to the orgy of oil pipeline vandalism, kidnapping 
of crew members, armed robbery attacks on ships embarked upon by the Niger 
Delta Youths in protest to the destruction of fishing and farming by pollution 
from oil and gas exploration and exploitation in the region and a lack of 
development and provision of infrastructural facilities. The JTF has succeeded in 
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reducing to some extent, the activities of the militants including piracy and 
armed robbery against ships, crew members and marine navigation facilities 
thereby ensuring there was no total breakdown of maritime security in the area. 
 
(ii) Sensitization and Creation of Public Awareness  
 In order to sensitize and create awareness about the menace of piracy and 
armed robbery at sea NIMASA and the Nigerian Navy jointly organized the 
International Conference on Piracy and Armed Robbery at Sea that was held 
recently in Abuja in collaboration with the IMO. Issues relating to different 
aspects of maritime security, criminal and other offences arising from piracy and 
armed robbery at sea were highlighted and addressed.  
(iii) Implementation of LRIT 
In order to establish coastal surveillance system (Radar and Automatic 
Identification System (AIS) stations) covering the entire Nigerian coastline and be 
in a position to monitor the activities of ships and seamen and make necessary 
arrangements for receiving and dealing with ship security alerts transmitted by 
Nigerian-flagged ships or others transiting Nigerian coasts, NIMASA embarked on 
the implementation of the Long Range Identification and Tracking system(LRIT) in 
compliance with the Marine Safety Committee (MSC) of the IMO. It is a system 
used to aid security tracking in the maritime sector which allows SOLAS 
contracting Governments to receive position reports from all Ships approaching 
their territorial waters up to and not extending 1000 nautical miles. The LRIT 
implementation in Nigeria enables NIMASA to monitor vessels within 1000 
nautical miles of the baselines.  
(iv) Creation of a Ministry of Niger Delta 
The Federal Government of Nigeria in 2007 created the Federal Ministry of 
Niger Delta to specially handle the issues of sustainable socio-economic 
development in the Niger-Delta States with a view to reducing, (if not 
eliminating) the restiveness of youths in its oil producing region, and to provide 
electricity, schools, roads, portable water, health care and hospitals This is apart 
from the Niger Delta Development Commission (NDDC) charged with similar 
functions. The development of the region was seen as a way of eliminating the 
basis of militancy and thus piracy and armed robbery.  The creation of this 
ministry marked the beginning of seeming peaceful means of resolving the Niger 
Delta crisis and a departure from the military means by JTF. 
(v) Amnesty Proclamation 
The Federal Government by an Amnesty Proclamation dated 26th June 2009 
made pursuant to section 175 of 1999 constitution, granted amnesty and 
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unconditional pardon to all persons who had directly or indirectly participated in 
the commission of the offence associated with militant activities in the Niger 
Delta upon their surrender and handing over of all equipment, weapons, arms 
and ammunition and execution of the Renunciation of Militancy forms specified in 
the schedule to the Proclamation. This strategy by the FGN worked like magic as 
the militants surrendered their arms and ammunition in return for cash gifts 
meant to enable them engage in legitimate activities and draw their attention 
away from militancy, piracy and armed robbery at sea.  
(vi) Post Amnesty Programme 
Similarly, the FGN in conjunction with the Niger Delta States put in place a Post 
Amnesty Programme, designed for rapid infrastructural development of the Niger 
Delta States and creation of relevant jobs opportunities for the youths of Niger 
Delta especially those that had been pardoned to forestall them from reverting to 
militant activities, breaking of pipelines, and maritime violence and kidnapping.  A 
Presidential Sub-committee on Disarmament, Rehabilitation and Re-integration 
was also set up for the repentant Militants. Huge sums were released by the FGN 
to grow business and employment opportunities and eliminate militancy, armed 
robbery and piracy against ships and maritime infrastructure, as the problems of 
piracy and armed robbery would not be prevented or eliminated if militancy 
continues to strive.  
(vii) Port Reforms 
 To ensure adequate security, reforms to address the lapses in the Ports are 
imperative. The Federal Government‟s Ports Concession Policy has had 
tremendous success in bringing some degree of sanity and security into the Port 
System. Human and vehicular traffic in and out of the Ports have greatly reduced 
and been controlled. Private terminal operators employ personal security 
measures to control theft at the Ports; this has led to visible reduction in 
container thefts and enhanced confidence in Port users. 
MARITIME SECURITY FORCES IN NIGERIA 
It would be seen from the foregoing that Nigeria, unlike some other African States, 
is not in dearth of the legal framework for tackling the menace of piracy and other 
maritime security challenges. The Nigerian government through some of its several 
agencies has to certain extent been proactive in the quest of finding adequate 
solutions to the malaise of piracy and insecurity on our waters. The present status 
of Nigeria‟s maritime laws, whereas cannot be said to have attained the desired 
optimal level, but with concerted implementation has the potentials to drastically 
reduce the security risks on our waters. It remains a fundamental and unfortunate 
phenomenon with legislations in Nigeria that while enough laws are on the books, 
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the degree of their implementation is not matched with the rate at which the laws 
are churned out. 
 The institutions and agencies with Constitutional or legal bases for exercising 
maritime security roles in Nigeria include the Nigerian Navy, NIMASA, Marine 
Police, Nigerian Customs Services, Nigerian Immigration Services, Nigerian Ports 
Authority. There is also recently, the PICOMMSS and the National Security and 
Civil Defence Corp (NSCDC).  
What is needed 
With such diverse and varied interests converging to address piracy and maritime 
security, ensuring there is a unity of efforts, effective communication, coordination 
and support is critical. To successfully contain piracy, collective action should 
connect the efforts of the various agencies with those of international organizations 
and encompass political, military, financial and legal support. Developing workable 
legal and policy solutions provides the basis for collective action and can tie the 
various national efforts into a more effective approach.  Some of what is required 
includes: 
a. Political Will 
 
Creating an enabling environment for maritime security would require sustained 
political will. Political will is needed to enact the relevant legislations, to 
strengthen the relevant institutions and enforcement mechanisms and devoting 
adequate financial and human resources to maritime security. Even where the 
right laws exist in the books, the ability to effectively prosecute offenders 
depends on the strength and independence of the judiciary; strong political will is 
needed to tackle a combination of corruption, inefficiency and capacity 
constraints which compromise the effectiveness of the judiciary. Strong political 
will is required of leaders and citizens in demonstrating an unwavering 
commitment to implementing comprehensive strategies. Government will need 
to improve its capacity by acquiring the appropriate equipment, technology and 
trained personnel to implement maritime security strategies. 
b. A Force dedicated to Police the Waters. 
Regardless of the apprehensions expressed against its establishment, fact remains 
that most of the maritime security challenges facing Nigeria and in deed most 
African nations require “Coast Guard” approach. Most legislatures do not allow 
the carriage of armed guards or uniformed military personnel onboard 
commercial/merchant ships. The vessels and crew are easily overpowered and 
seized by heavily armed pirates and militants. The establishment of a special force 
to police and monitor our waters is hereby advocated. It has to be a force 
dedicated to a round-the- clock policing of our waters. It can go by any name but 
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it needs not be an entirely separate or full-fledged force of its own. It can be a 
unit or department of the navy or a unit made of detachments of the existing 
forces/agencies but supervised by the navy. It should be vested with the powers 
of arrest and prosecution of culprits. It must be capable of providing timely 
warnings of impending threats and must be capable of dealing with the threats. 
This will go a long way in checking a lot of criminal activities on our waters – 
illegal importation of arms/ammunitions, human trafficking, illegal bunkering, 
poaching, dumping of toxic waste etc.  
        c. Interministerial Collaboration 
Closely related to the above is the need for greater intra-governmental 
partnership and collaboration among the various agencies involved in maritime 
security in one way or the other. The objections to the bill to enact the 
proposed Maritime Security Agency (MSA) are well taken. Rather than proliferate 
more agencies and bodies and duplication of duties and functions, what is needed 
is a seamless synergy between all the existing agencies and bodies to attain the 
common goal of adequate security on our waters. Such collaboration/partnership 
as currently exists between NIMASA and the Nigerian Navy on electronic 
surveillance has proved to be an important mechanism for effectively utilizing 
scarce financial resources and maintaining skills needed for the security 
challenges. This partnership should be encouraged to extend across board. 
Pooling resources prevents duplication and maximizes the efficiency of lean 
budgets. But more importantly is the process of connecting the variety of 
agencies responsible for maritime security operations under a single coordinating 
body. Ideally in other climes, this body has the responsibility to coordinate the 
activities of the navy, coast guards, harbor authorities, transport and commerce 
ministries, fisheries agencies, and generally anyone involved with maritime 
security. Tension which naturally might arise between the coordinating body and 
other agencies is usually balanced by legislation which clearly defines and 
delineates the functions of each agency. The writer believes that if there is total 
responsibility over maritime security by a single force, such embarrassing 
situations like trading of blames over the disappearance of arrested vessels, 
tampering with exhibits, release or escape of suspects through our waters, as we  
had in the recent past may not arise. 
d. Regulation of employment of crew/registration & Regulation of 
outboard engines. 
 It is recommended that there should be a workable system or modality whereby 
crews are screened before they are employed by operators in the maritime 
sector. This will go a long way in weeding out the bad eggs among them. A 
situation whereby the crew of two vessels would conspire among themselves to 
defraud ship owners by emptying their cargo, catch and equipment into the other 
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vessel and thereafter feign attack by pirates or hijackers who demand ransom, 
underscores this point. Closely related to this is the indiscriminate use of 
outboard engines on our waters by coastal communities and local fishermen. A 
mechanism for registration of these outboard engines and regular monitoring of 
their usage on our waters have become necessary if not imperative. The writer 
disagrees with the suggestion made elsewhere that only outboard engines of 
more than 115 HP for civil use should be registered since pirates/hijackers use 
200/250HP engines. This is like saying that only power bikes should be registered 
while other bikes (a.k.a “okadas”) should operate without registration and 
regulation. Little foxes, they say, set whole fields ablaze. “Okada” was initially 
considered innocuous but now, owing to their menace, some state governments 
have out rightly banned its operations. There should be no under-rating of the 
havoc which the misuse of these outboard engines by their users could cause.  
e. Penalize payment of ransom 
 As outrageous and callous as this position may sound especially to the victims of 
kidnapping or hijackers, as no amount of ransom can equate life, fact remains that 
payment of ransoms sustains and abets, rather than abate the malaise of piracy. 
Each time ship-owners and government pay ransom; they unwittingly place other 
vessels and seafarers at future risk. When the demands of one set of pirates, 
hijackers or kidnappers are met, it encourages other groups who would want to 
have their own piece of the cake. Kidnapping has suddenly become the next sure 
route to instant wealth in Nigeria after politics because of payment of ransom. 
With the ransom money, pirates/kidnappers acquire more sophisticated gadgets 
and weapons and become more daring. A disturbing dimension has been added 
to payment of ransom in Nigeria whereby ransom money would be paid into a 
bank account supplied by pirates/kidnappers and the money would be successfully 
withdrawn and yet the pirates/kidnappers would not be apprehended. This is 
incredible and unacceptable in the 21st century Nigeria. In addition to penalizing 
payment of ransom where it is established that ransom was paid, education and 
awareness campaign via the media to the public about the greater and long- term 
risks inherent in succumbing to the demands of pirates, hijackers and kidnappers 
should be vigorously pursued by the government, relevant agencies and 
organizations. 
f. Good governance 
 Prevention, they say, is better than cure! The points discussed above can be said 
to be curative. There is however, the greater need to tackle the root causes of 
piracy and maritime insecurity in Nigeria rather than merely reacting to these 
symptoms of a deeper malaise. Most security challenges in Nigeria manifesting 
themselves in the forms of piracy, kidnapping, hijacking, drug/human trafficking, 
etc., have their origin in progressive failure of governance and internal 
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contradictions which undermine human development. Chief among these factors 
of insecurity are corruption, marginalization and injustice. The product of this trio 
negatively impact offshore and onshore alike. The Niger Delta region for 
instance, needed not to rise up in arms if the deprivation and degradation to 
which the area has been subjected over the years were addressed by successive 
governments. Good governance is therefore absolutely fundamental to achieving 
sustainable maritime security and development in Nigeria. Efforts should be made 
to entrench good governance by strengthening and networking all institutions and 
mechanisms at the Federal, State and Local levels that are fighting corruption and 
undemocratic tendencies. In this regard, policies designed to curb corruption, 
ensure transparency and accountability in the management of national resources, 
greater investment in human development, and the strengthening of the 
democratic(especially the electoral) processes to ensure the emergence of 
credible leaders, are imperative. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Good laws are a necessary pre-condition for the achievement of maritime security, but 
they will only be effective if there is also the political will and the practical capacity 
among the government and relevant agencies and stakeholders to carry them out. While 
much still remains to be done, recent proactive steps taken by government and 
stakeholders to protect Nigerian waters and maritime businesses from piracy, armed 
robbery and other forms of maritime insecurity, represent some positive bases for 
encouragement. 
